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Fianchetto
In chess, the fianchetto (Italian: [fjaŋˈkɛtto] "little flank") is a pattern of development wherein a bishop
is developed to the second rank of the adjacent knight ...

Fianchetto
Define fianchetto: to develop (a bishop) in a chess game to the second square on the adjacent
knight's file; to fianchetto a bishop

Fianchetto
A fianchetto is when a bishop sits on the longest diagonal, usually behind the moved knight's pawn.
Here is another type ...

Fianchetto
Fianchetto definition, the development of a bishop, in an opening move, by advancing one or two
pawns so as to permit movement along the bishop's diagonal. See more.

General rules when fianchetto bishop is a good idea ...
some general rules: when you fianchetto your bishop, don't block it with your own pawns, so if you
play b3 and put your bishop on b2, then don't play d4 unless you ...

Fianchetto
Define fianchetto. fianchetto synonyms, fianchetto pronunciation, fianchetto translation, English
dictionary definition of fianchetto. n. pl. fi·an·chet·ti The ...

fianchetto
1994, Jeanette Winterson, Art & Lies, ISBN 978-0679762706: I’m not a hero, I’m not even a
chessboard knight. Trying to be a priest was something of a fianchetto ...

fianchetto
Definition of fianchetto - the development of a bishop by moving it one square to a long diagonal of
the board.

The Refreshing Double Fianchetto
Destroy your enemies with a Complete Repertoire based on the Double Fianchetto! GM Lemos
clearly explains its main ideas in this FREE Preview.
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Free Online Chess for Kids
Have your kids play and learn chess at ChessKid.com - the #1 chess site for kids! 100% Safe
Environment!
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